
Solar Powered Ground Light

SKU Code: T723-2
                    

(6000K+BLUE) Solar ground light: 16 LEDs, Solar panel: Poly-silicon 2V/0.3W, 

Ni-MH battery: 1 pc 1.2V / 800mAh

Pack of 
2 

units

2 Lighting Mode
6000K + BLUE

Super bright: High-efficiency solar panels, which are automatically and quickly charged during the 
day, and glow when night falls. 16 LED super bright chips can provide about 8-10 hours light up.

IP65 waterproof rating: enough to cope with heavy rain. Using an aluminum alloy shell, foreign 
matter and dust will not enter the solar ground light.

Easy to install: use screws to fix it on the ground, or use double-sided tape to stick it on a flat surface.

Pressure resistance: The solar coating can withstand a maximum pressure of 2 tons. Even if a car or 
truck is riding on it, it will not be damaged. Under good lighting conditions, accidents can be 
prevented.

Widely used: White solar dock lights can be used on roads, decks, docks, driveways, gardens, 
sidewalks, backyards, etc.
Please note: When using it for the first time, please click the switch, and then place the solar prod-
uct under direct sunlight for 6-8 hours to charge the solar product. The solar deck light has only 
on/off mode, no dimming mode.

Features:



SKU : T723-2

Technical Specifications:

2 lighting mode:6000K+blueSwitch type

GreyHousing color

Aluminum & PCMaterial

SMD2835 x 16PCS LED chip

2V/0.3WSolar panel

1.2V AA Ni-Mh 800mahBattery

8hoursCharge time

6-8hoursWork time

IP65IP Grade

2000KGSBearing weight
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Stuck? Confused?

Contact our Technical Support team on:
T: +44 (0)1291 446 105  E: support@ener-j.co.uk
Lines are open Mon - Fri (8am to 4pm)

Warning

Thank you for choosing ENER-J!

Customer satisfaction is our TOP priority, please let us know how you felt about your experience. Happy? We are so 
happy that you are pleased with our product. Feel f ree to express your newfound joy! Share your experience by writing 
a review.

Not Happy? If you are not fully satisfied with the item you received, have any problems like damages, or questions, 
please contact us. We typically respond within 24-48 hours.

SKU : T723-2

Please check the package received is not damaged and is unopened.

Ensure the Solar product is charged for at least 6-8 hours before first-time use.

The distance between the light fixture and any flammable materials must be more than 20cm.

Please read the manual carefully to understand the features of the product.

Kindly keep the unit away from children.

Kindly keep the fixture away from open flames or external heat sources, or UV rays.

For recycling, kindly follow the local norms such as WEE.
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Absorbs the sun 6-8 
hours during the day.


